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these 21 personal narratives answer the question of how each writer tries sometimes but not
always successfully to be both a good christian and a good lawyer reading about these real life
ethical dilemmas conflicting loyalties and personal difficulties should offer reassurance most
lawyers from wall street to the county seat spend their days drafting documents negotiating with
other attorneys trying cases researching the law and counseling clients how does this everyday
law practice relate to jesus call to follow him in servanthood with decades of experience in the law
office courtroom and classroom robert f cochran jr explores jesus call on lawyers to serve both
individual clients and the common good cochran pulls back the curtain with stories from his own
career and from the legal community to address a wide range of challenges posed by law practice
including counseling clients planning trial tactics navigating tensions with coworkers and
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handling temptations toward cynicism and greed this honest and accessible book shares wisdom
from an experienced practitioner and master teacher addresses real world situations and
relationships experienced by most lawyers charts the way toward a truly christian practice of
everyday law for students considering a career in law as well as for seasoned attorneys the servant
lawyer casts an encouraging vision for how lawyers can love and serve their neighbor in every
facet of their work in the burgeoning literature on law and religion scholarly attention has tended
to focus on broad questions concerning the scope of religious freedom the nature of toleration and
the meaning of secularism an under examined issue is how religion figures in the decisions actions
and experiences of those charged with performing public duties this point of contact between
religion and public authority has generated a range of legal and political controversies around
issues such as the wearing of religious symbols by public officials prayer at municipal government
meetings religious education and conscientious objection by public servants authored by scholars
from a variety of disciplines the chapters in this volume provide insight into these and other issues
yet the volume also provides an entry point into a deeper examination of the concepts that are
often used to organise and manage religious diversity notably state neutrality by examining the
exercise of public authority by individuals who are religiously committed or who in the discharge
of their public responsibilities must account for those who are this volume exposes the assumptions
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about legal and political life that underlie the concept of state neutrality and reveals its limits as a
governing ideal stress trauma and wellbeing in the legal system presents theory research and
scholarship from a variety of social scientific disciplines and offers suggestions for those interested
in exploring and improving the wellbeing of those who are voluntarily or involuntarily drawn
into the legal system fueled by grassroots activism and a growing collection of formal political
organizations the christian right became an enormously influential force in american law and
politics in the 1980s and 90s while this vocal and visible political movement has long voiced grave
concerns about the supreme court and cases such as roe v wade they weren t able to effectively
enter the courtroom in a serious and sustained way until recently during the pivot from the 20th
to the 21st century a small constellation of high profile christian right leaders began to address this
imbalance by investing in an array of institutions aimed at radically transforming american law
and legal culture in separate but faithful amanda hollis brusky and joshua c wilson provide an in
depth examination of these efforts including their causes contours and consequences drawing on
an impressive amount of original data from a variety of sources they look at the conditions that
gave rise to a set of distinctly christian worldview law schools and legal institutions further hollis
brusky and wilson analyze their institutional missions and cultural makeup and evaluate their
transformative impacts on law and legal culture to date in doing so they find that this movement
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while struggling to influence the legal and political mainstream has succeeded in establishing a
christian conservative beacon of resistance a separate but faithful space from which to
incrementally challenge the dominant legal culture both a compelling narrative of the rise of
christian right lawyers and a trenchant analysis of how institutional networks fuel the growth of
social movements separate but faithful challenges the dominant perspectives of the politics of law
in contemporary america the authors review legal developments and behavioural science research
concerning the effects of religion on legal practice decision making processes of various actors and
trial outcomes chapters address jury selection and bias attorneys use of religion in legal movements
judges religious belief and much more let not your hearts be troubled the opening words from
john 14 frame the balance of this sermon to the disciples immediately following the passover
supper and the washing of their feet our lord preaches one last sermon to his faithful friends and
disciples a sermon full of longing full of promise full of hope and full of disclosures about their
future the work of the holy spirit and key verses supporting the doctrine of the trinity john 14 16
presents a fascinating farewell address from jesus to his disciples these chapters show us the heart
of our savior and his love for his disciples in a time of anxiety not only their anxiety but his own
as he knows that the shadow of the cross has now grown dark across him and there is no place else
for him to go no ministry remains for him now except to these disciples and then ultimately to
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the cross itself even as he in his own humanity was troubled in the prospect of his suffering he
turned to minister to the disciples in their time of trouble the essential work gospel doctrine was
written by joseph f smith a pivotal figure in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints lds
church some stories are violent and strange while others creep up on you and slowly suck you in
the plot is full of unexpected twists and turns that will keep the reader engaged readers are
compelled to keep reading because the title character is so self indulgent this book is intended for
lds church members as foundational literature providing a detailed summary of their faith s
fundamental beliefs and ideals smith s gospel doctrine delves into various areas of lds theology
including god s nature the plan of redemption the role of jesus christ the importance of prophets
and the value of temple ordinances it also addresses moral and ethical issues emphasizing the need
of living a virtuous christ like life the book is extensively utilized as a resource for sunday school
classes and individual study within the lds church making it an essential tool for members seeking
to broaden their understanding of their religious beliefs smith s writing style is straightforward
and friendly making complex theological themes accessible to a broad readership this book consists
of thirty eight linear expositions of the text of scripture called the sermon on the mount matt 5 7
also included is a fresh translation of the text from the original language all thirty eight of these
units were originally sermons preached at a local congregation in tyler texas it is hoped that the
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words of our lord jesus christ will receive another look by men and women and children and that
the spirit of christ will use this book as one little piece in the proliferation of a new reformation to
the glory of christ and his kingdom rev john c martin cpctyler com seasoned pastor and educator
james l shaddix presents a philosophical and theological argument for the practice of biblical
exposition as the pastor s primary approach to preaching ministry in the local church shaddix
emphasizes listening for god s voice in the sermon god centered vs man centered preaching and
or preaching for real life change harold i saperstein served as rabbi of temple emanu el of lynbrook
n y from 1933 until his retirement in 1980 the specific contours of his career reflect a sustained
effort to use the pulpit of this suburban temple to communicate a jewish perspective based on
personal encounters with great issues of the day including the rise of nazism and the holocaust the
civil rights era the mccarthy era and other turning points in american history the fifty two
sermons in this book have been selected introduced and annotated by marc saperstein whose
award winning books on the history of jewish preaching have established him as a leading expert
on this subject no other book illustrates as effectively the value of the sermon as a resource for
understanding the challenges faced by american jews at some of the most dramatic moments in
the turbulent history of this century all those who preach or teach or who just enjoy fascinating
stories anecdotes and illustrations will want to include this book in their library after a lifetime of
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preaching don yocom has collected all of his best illustrations from life and history and categorized
them in a topical index making this as especially valuable resource don yocom has performed a
service not only for preachers but also for lay persons who teach make speeches or sometimes
even preach he has a keen sense for recognizing a story that will open a window and this book is
the fruit of a lifetime of collecting dr edwin h maynard former assistant general secretary united
methodist communications in examining this excellent book i found myself repeatedly lifting a
quote a humorous story or an illustration for my sermonic file i am pleased to commend this new
resource to all those engaged in the exciting challenge of the homiletic endeavor emerson s colaw
united methodist bishop retired professor of homiletics christian ministry united theological
seminary from the pen of a wise elder come stories of life that delight inform and inspire george o
campbell defiance district superintendent west ohio conference united methodist church yocom s
stories will warm the soul and energize the mind charles hill springfield district superintendent
west ohio conference united methodist church yocom brings to us a multitude of stories from life
and literature in a variety of ways ranging from the humorous to the heartfelt he tells the old
story in new images you will enjoy this book and find it a help in preaching stanley lawrence
senior pastor chaplain otterbein lebanon retirement community lebanon ohio don r yocom
preached engaging inspiring sermons for 54 years in several methodist congregations in indiana
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maryland and ohio he earned a b a degree from taylor university in upland indiana and an m div
degree from wesley theological seminary in washington dc in addition to numerous articles in
magazines and the emphasis preaching journal yocom is the author of feet of clay css how do
lawyers sway jurors in the heat of a trial why do the best trial lawyers seem uncannily able to get
the verdict they want in addressing these questions folklorist sam schrager validates with a twist
the widespread belief that lawyers are actors who manipulate the truth schrager shows that
attorneys have no choice but to treat the jury trial as an artful performance as storytelling combat
in which victory most often goes to the lawyer with superior control of craft read about the
performance styles of some of the nation s most artful criminal and civil advocates including
litigating stars from around the country such as roy barrera penny cooper jo ann harris tony serra
and michael tigar and from philadelphia prosecutor roger king defender robert mozenter and the
legendary cecil b moore important american periodical dating back to 1850
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Can a Good Christian be a Good Lawyer? 1998 these 21 personal narratives answer the question of
how each writer tries sometimes but not always successfully to be both a good christian and a good
lawyer reading about these real life ethical dilemmas conflicting loyalties and personal difficulties
should offer reassurance
The Servant Lawyer 2024-02-20 most lawyers from wall street to the county seat spend their
days drafting documents negotiating with other attorneys trying cases researching the law and
counseling clients how does this everyday law practice relate to jesus call to follow him in
servanthood with decades of experience in the law office courtroom and classroom robert f cochran
jr explores jesus call on lawyers to serve both individual clients and the common good cochran
pulls back the curtain with stories from his own career and from the legal community to address a
wide range of challenges posed by law practice including counseling clients planning trial tactics
navigating tensions with coworkers and handling temptations toward cynicism and greed this
honest and accessible book shares wisdom from an experienced practitioner and master teacher
addresses real world situations and relationships experienced by most lawyers charts the way
toward a truly christian practice of everyday law for students considering a career in law as well
as for seasoned attorneys the servant lawyer casts an encouraging vision for how lawyers can love
and serve their neighbor in every facet of their work
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Religion and the Exercise of Public Authority 2016-06-16 in the burgeoning literature on law and
religion scholarly attention has tended to focus on broad questions concerning the scope of religious
freedom the nature of toleration and the meaning of secularism an under examined issue is how
religion figures in the decisions actions and experiences of those charged with performing public
duties this point of contact between religion and public authority has generated a range of legal
and political controversies around issues such as the wearing of religious symbols by public officials
prayer at municipal government meetings religious education and conscientious objection by
public servants authored by scholars from a variety of disciplines the chapters in this volume
provide insight into these and other issues yet the volume also provides an entry point into a
deeper examination of the concepts that are often used to organise and manage religious diversity
notably state neutrality by examining the exercise of public authority by individuals who are
religiously committed or who in the discharge of their public responsibilities must account for
those who are this volume exposes the assumptions about legal and political life that underlie the
concept of state neutrality and reveals its limits as a governing ideal
Stress, Trauma, and Wellbeing in the Legal System 2013 stress trauma and wellbeing in the legal
system presents theory research and scholarship from a variety of social scientific disciplines and
offers suggestions for those interested in exploring and improving the wellbeing of those who are
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voluntarily or involuntarily drawn into the legal system
Separate but Faithful 2020-10-01 fueled by grassroots activism and a growing collection of formal
political organizations the christian right became an enormously influential force in american law
and politics in the 1980s and 90s while this vocal and visible political movement has long voiced
grave concerns about the supreme court and cases such as roe v wade they weren t able to
effectively enter the courtroom in a serious and sustained way until recently during the pivot
from the 20th to the 21st century a small constellation of high profile christian right leaders began
to address this imbalance by investing in an array of institutions aimed at radically transforming
american law and legal culture in separate but faithful amanda hollis brusky and joshua c wilson
provide an in depth examination of these efforts including their causes contours and consequences
drawing on an impressive amount of original data from a variety of sources they look at the
conditions that gave rise to a set of distinctly christian worldview law schools and legal institutions
further hollis brusky and wilson analyze their institutional missions and cultural makeup and
evaluate their transformative impacts on law and legal culture to date in doing so they find that
this movement while struggling to influence the legal and political mainstream has succeeded in
establishing a christian conservative beacon of resistance a separate but faithful space from which to
incrementally challenge the dominant legal culture both a compelling narrative of the rise of
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christian right lawyers and a trenchant analysis of how institutional networks fuel the growth of
social movements separate but faithful challenges the dominant perspectives of the politics of law
in contemporary america
God in the Courtroom 2009-10-29 the authors review legal developments and behavioural science
research concerning the effects of religion on legal practice decision making processes of various
actors and trial outcomes chapters address jury selection and bias attorneys use of religion in legal
movements judges religious belief and much more
The witness of history to Christ; 5 sermons, being the Hulsean lects. for 1870 1871 let not your
hearts be troubled the opening words from john 14 frame the balance of this sermon to the
disciples immediately following the passover supper and the washing of their feet our lord
preaches one last sermon to his faithful friends and disciples a sermon full of longing full of
promise full of hope and full of disclosures about their future the work of the holy spirit and key
verses supporting the doctrine of the trinity john 14 16 presents a fascinating farewell address
from jesus to his disciples these chapters show us the heart of our savior and his love for his
disciples in a time of anxiety not only their anxiety but his own as he knows that the shadow of
the cross has now grown dark across him and there is no place else for him to go no ministry
remains for him now except to these disciples and then ultimately to the cross itself even as he in
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his own humanity was troubled in the prospect of his suffering he turned to minister to the
disciples in their time of trouble
The Witness of History to Christ Five Sermons Preached Before the Universitu of Cambridge by
Rev. F. W. Farrar 1875 the essential work gospel doctrine was written by joseph f smith a pivotal
figure in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints lds church some stories are violent and
strange while others creep up on you and slowly suck you in the plot is full of unexpected twists
and turns that will keep the reader engaged readers are compelled to keep reading because the
title character is so self indulgent this book is intended for lds church members as foundational
literature providing a detailed summary of their faith s fundamental beliefs and ideals smith s
gospel doctrine delves into various areas of lds theology including god s nature the plan of
redemption the role of jesus christ the importance of prophets and the value of temple ordinances
it also addresses moral and ethical issues emphasizing the need of living a virtuous christ like life
the book is extensively utilized as a resource for sunday school classes and individual study within
the lds church making it an essential tool for members seeking to broaden their understanding of
their religious beliefs smith s writing style is straightforward and friendly making complex
theological themes accessible to a broad readership
The Witness of History to Christ, Five Sermons Preached Before the University of Cambridge,
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Being the Hulsean Lectures for the Year 1870 1871 this book consists of thirty eight linear
expositions of the text of scripture called the sermon on the mount matt 5 7 also included is a fresh
translation of the text from the original language all thirty eight of these units were originally
sermons preached at a local congregation in tyler texas it is hoped that the words of our lord jesus
christ will receive another look by men and women and children and that the spirit of christ will
use this book as one little piece in the proliferation of a new reformation to the glory of christ and
his kingdom rev john c martin cpctyler com
A Defence of the Trinitatian System, in Twenty-four Sermons 1822 seasoned pastor and educator
james l shaddix presents a philosophical and theological argument for the practice of biblical
exposition as the pastor s primary approach to preaching ministry in the local church shaddix
emphasizes listening for god s voice in the sermon god centered vs man centered preaching and
or preaching for real life change
Symposium on Law & Politics as Vocation 2005 harold i saperstein served as rabbi of temple
emanu el of lynbrook n y from 1933 until his retirement in 1980 the specific contours of his career
reflect a sustained effort to use the pulpit of this suburban temple to communicate a jewish
perspective based on personal encounters with great issues of the day including the rise of nazism
and the holocaust the civil rights era the mccarthy era and other turning points in american
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history the fifty two sermons in this book have been selected introduced and annotated by marc
saperstein whose award winning books on the history of jewish preaching have established him as
a leading expert on this subject no other book illustrates as effectively the value of the sermon as a
resource for understanding the challenges faced by american jews at some of the most dramatic
moments in the turbulent history of this century
The Last Sermon of Christ 2012-06-04 all those who preach or teach or who just enjoy fascinating
stories anecdotes and illustrations will want to include this book in their library after a lifetime of
preaching don yocom has collected all of his best illustrations from life and history and categorized
them in a topical index making this as especially valuable resource don yocom has performed a
service not only for preachers but also for lay persons who teach make speeches or sometimes
even preach he has a keen sense for recognizing a story that will open a window and this book is
the fruit of a lifetime of collecting dr edwin h maynard former assistant general secretary united
methodist communications in examining this excellent book i found myself repeatedly lifting a
quote a humorous story or an illustration for my sermonic file i am pleased to commend this new
resource to all those engaged in the exciting challenge of the homiletic endeavor emerson s colaw
united methodist bishop retired professor of homiletics christian ministry united theological
seminary from the pen of a wise elder come stories of life that delight inform and inspire george o
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campbell defiance district superintendent west ohio conference united methodist church yocom s
stories will warm the soul and energize the mind charles hill springfield district superintendent
west ohio conference united methodist church yocom brings to us a multitude of stories from life
and literature in a variety of ways ranging from the humorous to the heartfelt he tells the old
story in new images you will enjoy this book and find it a help in preaching stanley lawrence
senior pastor chaplain otterbein lebanon retirement community lebanon ohio don r yocom
preached engaging inspiring sermons for 54 years in several methodist congregations in indiana
maryland and ohio he earned a b a degree from taylor university in upland indiana and an m div
degree from wesley theological seminary in washington dc in addition to numerous articles in
magazines and the emphasis preaching journal yocom is the author of feet of clay css
The Catholic Dimensions of Legal Study 2002 how do lawyers sway jurors in the heat of a trial
why do the best trial lawyers seem uncannily able to get the verdict they want in addressing
these questions folklorist sam schrager validates with a twist the widespread belief that lawyers
are actors who manipulate the truth schrager shows that attorneys have no choice but to treat the
jury trial as an artful performance as storytelling combat in which victory most often goes to the
lawyer with superior control of craft read about the performance styles of some of the nation s
most artful criminal and civil advocates including litigating stars from around the country such as
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roy barrera penny cooper jo ann harris tony serra and michael tigar and from philadelphia
prosecutor roger king defender robert mozenter and the legendary cecil b moore
The AALS Directory of Law Teachers 2007 important american periodical dating back to 1850
Subject Guide to Books in Print 1997
The Lutheran Witness 1882
American Book Publishing Record Cumulative 1998 1999-03
Recent Acquisitions 1998
Gospel Doctrine Selections From The Sermons And Writings Of Joseph F. Smith 2023-12-01
A Series of Revival Sermons 1846
The Sermon on the Mount 2004-06-23
Revival Sermons, First[-second] Series 1855
The King's highway; or, illustrations of the Commandments [sermons]. 1861
A Dictionary of Law 1893
The Practical Works: Sermons on the new creature, invitation to sinners, &c., &c 1865
History of the English Baptist Missionary Society 1844
Index to Book Reviews in Religion 1999
The Passion-Driven Sermon 2003-05-01
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St. Augustine: Sermon on the Mount; Harmony of the Gospels; Homilies on the Gospels 2001
Witness from the Pulpit 2000
Windows for Sermons 1898
Law Notes 1883
Harper's New Monthly Magazine 1898
Expository Sermons on John's Gospel Volume 1 2000-05
The American Lawyer 2006
The Trial Lawyer's Art 1861
The Christian Witness, and Church Member's Magazine 1883
Interactive Citation Workbook for ALWD Citation Manual
Sermons and Speeches
Harper's New Monthly Magazine
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